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PATH TO PARENTHOOD
Becoming a parent is no simple decision, as 

fertility rates dive, pregnancy is delayed, 

and more people opt for solo childbearing. 

The new routes to parenthood bring 

significant brand opportunity for services 

and brands nurturing networks that support 
this journey.

NEW PARENTS SUPPORT
A slew of innovative devices and resources 

are smoothing the entry to parenthood, 

helping parents demystify baby needs, 

navigate the work return and manage 

mental health. 

ANXIETY-ERA PARENTING
Parents’ top priority is to raise children 

who’re prepared to thrive in a rapidly 

changing world of job uncertainty, climate 

crisis, scary politics and advancing 

technology Brand can act as allies in 

today’s volatile world. 



PATH TO PARENTHOOD

“
We have a fertility crisis in industrialized nations 
in part because women are delaying pregnancy.

Beth McGroarty, Research Director, Global Wellness Institute



Pregnancy Postponed:

Older mothers are on the rise. Over-

40s comprise the only age group 

with a growing pregnancy rate, with 

numbers doubling since the 1990s. 

More women are conceiving after 

30, instead of in their 20s, while 

pregnancy rates have hit an all-time 

low for those aged 25 and under .

Drivers behind the later-motherhood 

trend include “women’s greater 

participation in the workforce, a 

tough economic climate, and 

changing gender roles and intimate 

relationship patterns

Fertility Crisis

Demand for conception-boosting 

services is climbing, with the global 

fertility market estimated to be worth 

$37.7bn by 2027 

(Grand View Research, 2020).

The route to parenthood is 
far from straightforward, as 
fertility rates dive, pregnancy 
is delayed, and new 
parenting formats emerge.

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-ivf-market


Start-up Natalist’s launched a conception-aiding 

subscription box, and holistic fertility 

center Kindbody in New York, provides  holistic 

services, including egg freezing and conception-

centric wellness coaching. 

Male reproductive health presents lucrative 

opportunity too. “Start up to watch” lists include NY-

based sperm-storage service Dadi and European B-

to-B service Mojo, which uses artificial intelligence to 

better assess and select sperm for IVF.

Natalist

Dadi Kindbody

INSPIRATION

FROM INNOVATORS

https://natalist.com/
https://kindbody.com/
https://www.dadikit.com/
https://www.mojofertility.co/


Partner Optional: Aspiring 

single-positive parents are 

bypassing the need for a partner 

altogether. In the UK, IVF 

treatments undertaken by single 

women increased 4% . The 

major barrier remains high fees 

and costs.

We’re also seeing more single 

men pursuing parenthood via 

surrogacy, adoption or fostering 

– especially after changes in the 

law allowing for solo parents who 

use surrogates to apply for full 

rights over their child.

Marriage Marginalized: Wedlock is no 

longer a prerequisite for starting a family. The 

majority (59%) of UK conceptions in 2017 

happened outside marriage or civil 

partnership, up from 51% in 1998. The 

percentage of births outside wedlock totaled 

60% in France, 55% in Sweden and 40% in 

the US during 2016

ONS, 2019 UNFPA, 2018, HFEA, 2019

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/conceptionandfertilityrates/bulletins/conceptionstatistics/2017
https://www.unfpa.org/sites/default/files/pub-pdf/UNFPA_PUB_2018_EN_SWP.pdf
https://www.hfea.gov.uk/media/2894/fertility-treatment-2017-trends-and-figures-may-2019.pdf


The trend offers opportunity for brands to support 

solo parents with nurturing networks – like London-

based app Frolo, which launched in August 2019 to 

connect single parents in local areas for meet-ups 

and friendships.

To cover high costs & fees US fertility-care 

subscription service Future Family lets hopeful 

grandparents contribute financially. Launched in July 

2019, its Grandbaby loan plan for IVF and egg 

freezing is the first permitting a family member to 

fund treatment on behalf of their son or daughter

Frolo

Future Family

INSPIRATION

FROM INNOVATORS

https://www.stylus.com/tinder-for-friendship-app-brings-together-single-parents
https://www.futurefamily.com/


NEW PARENTS SUPPORT

“
The cost of childcare has risen three times faster 

than wages over the last decade.
TUC, 2018



Baby and parent wellbeing : new 

parents seek expert advice from 

parenting websites weekly or more 

often, and 38% use parenting 

apps for parenting-related 

information and services. Tech is 

moving beyond single-tracking 

devices or generic information 

broadcast  to 360-degree 

ecosystems that tend to babies 

and parents needs . The self-care 

opportunity rises as one of the 

most lucrative markets worth 

$450bn

Back-To-Work : The portion of 

working mums in the US has 

increased over the past half-century 

from 51% to 72%, with both parents 

now working full-time in almost half of 

two-parent families . The post-birth 

return to work is often difficult, owing 

to emotional struggles, inflexible 

workplaces and childcare costs.  

Employer empathy programs and 

gender neutral parental support is 

rising rapidly.

Pew Research, 2019

The US “new mum 
economy” market – all the 
apps, products and services 
targeting first-time parents 
with a child younger than 
one – has an estimated value 
of $46bn.

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/12/16/u-s-lacks-mandated-paid-parental-leave/


First showcased at CES 2020, connected baby-care 

system Lumi by Pampers combines a video monitor 

and activity sensors to track sleep, feeding and nappy-

use patterns. An accompanying app translates data 

collected into personalized, actionable insights to 

coach parents and boost babies’ development.

New parents are faced with a glut of often-dubious 

online information. Online platforms like Healthline 

Parenthood offer reliable resources, evidence-based 

articles and advice on self-care for healthier families. 

Launched in October 2019, it puts parents’ wellbeing 

first, targeting those without access to experts like 

sleep doctors, career coaches and relationship 

counsellors.

Lumi by Pampers Healthline parnethood

Ebi

US start-up Ebi makes it easier for new mums to look 

after themselves in the fourth trimester. Launched in 

January 2020, the postpartum wellness brand sells 

kits including cotton nursing pads, leak-proof 

underwear and plant-based products like C-section 

salves for scars or even nappy rashes.

INSPIRATION

FROM INNOVATORS

https://www.pampers.com/en-us/lumi
https://www.healthline.com/parenthood
https://www.weareebi.com/


Tapping into employer empathy  US employer-provided support 

system Cleo, offers a dedicated expert to nurture the entire 

family amid the transition. Advice covers financial planning, 

sleep training, weaning, career coaching and marriage 

counselling. Already used by businesses including eBay, 

Pinterest and Uber

In February 2020, breast-pump brand Medela partnered with 

co-working space The Wing, to equip rooms with products 

promising a seamless pumping-away-from-home experience 

and co-host events supporting women at various life stages.

Empathetic co-working spaces have a role to play in replacing 

expensive and inflexible nurseries. 

In 2019, London-based Second Home partnered with childcare 

provider N Family Club to offer its first on-site nursery. Cuckooz

Nest, also in London, has a waiting list for its nursery places, 

offered alongside desk space on a flexible pay-as-you-go 

basis. It plans to open two new locations in 2020, marking 

rising demand for childcare-friendly workspaces.

.

Cleo

INSPIRATION

FROM INNOVATORS

Second home X N Family club

https://hicleo.com/
https://www.medela.com/company/about
https://www.the-wing.com/
https://secondhome.io/
https://nfamilyclub.com/
https://nfamilyclub.com/n-london-fields
http://www.cuckooznest.co.uk/


Brands should consider ways to help new dads, as paternity 

leave policies improve. Finland now offers 7 months, the 

Japanese government is encouraging more fathers to take 

leave, and businesses in the UK and US are extending 

allowances.

As part of its #lovethechange campaign, Pampers committed 

to installing 5,000 changing tables in male bathrooms in the 

US and Canada by 2021 – after finding 90% of dads have 

entered a men’s public restroom without changing facilities.

Up to 10% of new dads experience postpartum depression 

(UNLV, 2019). ‘Dadvocates’ are starting brand-backed 

communities so fathers aren't forgotten. Launched in June 

2019 by dads for dads, support-

network app DadAF connects fellow fathers around the 

globe to ease the life transition.

Pampers

Das AF

INSPIRATION

FROM INNOVATORS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFhaSY-Wsps
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190307091448.htm
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/dad-af-for-dads-by-dads/id1463168632
https://www.dadaf.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=8&v=DFhaSY-Wsps&feature=emb_logo


ANXIETY-ERA PARENTING 

“
Working mothers with two children are 40% more 

stressed than those without children.
Sociology, 2019



Parents’ top priority is to 
raise children who’re 
prepared to thrive in a 
rapidly changing world of job 
uncertainty, climate crisis, 
scary politics and advancing 
technology.

Eco-anxiety: In response to “the 

Greta Effect”, anxiety-era parents are 

respecting children’s planet crisis 

effect, joining in on climate protests 

and encouraging conversation to 

alleviate eco-anxiety

Liberated Learning: More 

parents are sidestepping 

conventional schooling amid 

concerns around bullying or 

ineffective education systems. 

Post the coronavirus pandemic, 

this trend is becoming further 

entrenched, as parents adapt to 

lockdown-enforced mass 

homeschooling. Schooling has 

now opened a gateway to new 

formats and priorities 

Soft skills are top priority as  

they’re now considered essential 

for  future success. The most 

important are collaborative skills, 

critical thinking and resilience.

Digital Defense: In the UK, 67% 

of parents worry their child spends 

too long online. Products and 

solutions that forge healthier tech 

habits are poised for success

Keeping Watch: While controversial, 

tracing children’s whereabouts is a 

burgeoning trend. The global kids’ 

smartwatch market is slated to grow 
more than 16% from 2019 to 2026

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-eds/coronavirus-has-parents-looking-at-homeschooling
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/05/opinion/location-tracking-children.html


Smart brands could offer supportive spaces to facilitate  eco-

concerns, like US outdoor-apparel company Patagonia’s 

pop-up Action Works Café in London, which hosted climate-

activist workshops throughout September 2019.

Still a prototype, start-up Spark’s Play is a smart rugby 

ball that tracks active-playtime minutes and converts 

them to a screentime allowance, alerting parents when 

this time runs out.

INSPIRATION

FROM INNOVATORS

https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/09/26/patagonia-opens-environmental-activism-cafe-to-connect-londoners
https://www.spark.co.nz/play/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=dNbblpILNW0&feature=emb_logo


Celebrating failure and encouraging resilience with games 

like The Failure Toy, which involves experimentation and 

teaches players to accept disappointment. 

Sprint’s WatchMeGo smartwatch’s key selling point is a 

location-tracking function that alerts parents when children 

leave a pre-designated safety area.

INSPIRATION

FROM INNOVATORS

https://twentyonetoys.com/pages/failure-toy
https://www.sprint.com/en/shop/smartwatch-wearable-tech/watchmego.html


FOOD FOR THOUGHT 

Be part of the fertility and reproductive wellbeing conversation 

Leverage the demand for conception-boosting services. With the global fertility market estimated to be 

worth $37.7bn by 2027, there’s a sweet spot for services that offer holistic care, support services and valid 

content on reproductive wellbeing and conception issues.

Help to alleviate anxiety

Win trust with anxiety-easing products / services, how-to content and services, bolster soft skills for children 

of all ages, or address fears around climate change, coronavirus, health and hygiene with valid information 

and content 

Build on the fatherhood opportunity 

As paternity leave policies improve worldwide, there’s space for brands to step in with practical solutions for 

fresh dads.

Support Return-to work

The transition from maternity leave to going back to work is an opportunity for brands to provide support 

and direction. Explore personalized services, which sees a dedicated expert nurturing the entire family amid 

the transition & ensure self-care is prioritized.


